
 

 

 

HARBOUR REGULATIONS FOR THE  

MARINA NAUTICA NOVIGRAD 

1. Harbour regulations applying to all the owners or users of the vessels which come accross 

the territory of Marina Nautica Novigrad and use services offered by Marina Nautica 

Novigrad 

 

2. By arriving in Marina Nautica Novigrad all the owners of vessels have the responsibility of 

registration on the reception by showing the passport or identity card and by deposing the 

vessel's documents 

 

3. When bringing or taking away equipment from the „Inventory list“ by arriving in Marina 

Nautica Novigrad, the owner or the user of the vessel is obliged to declare every change on 

the „Inventory list“ 

 

4. During the stay in Marina Nautica Novigrad every use of the vessel toilet is forbidden 

 

5. Waste, oil spill, oil or grease remainings and detergents need to be disposed in appropriate 

ecological tanks. Every discharge in the sea is strictly punishable 

 

6. It is not allowed to start naked flames or to provoke fire danger on the Marina Nautica 

Novigrad territory. Every vessel is obliged to have regulated fire-fighting equipment 

 

7. It is not allowed swimming, water skiing, surfing, fishing or speed-boating on the Marina 

Nautica Novigrad territory. The speed limit in the aquatory can't exceed over 2 NM 

 

8. For safety reasons, the connection to electrical and water supply must be switched off from 

the supply unit when leaving the vessel 

 

9. The connection on the electrical supply unit is allowed only through a proper cable and 

through a safety switch with the power maximally allowed on the socket. The connection on 

the water supply is allowed only through a proper tube with a closing valve 

 

10. Safe boats, surfs, regular or satellite antennas or any other equipment shall not be installed 

or kept on the piers or on the sea 

 

11. The owner or the user of a vessel is obliged to always tie a vessel with his own ropes, in the 

way indicated by Marina Nautica Novigrad and according to instructions of the marina 

personnel. The tie cordage must be qualitative and  

sized enough so to ensure a proper mooring and avoiding any damage on the other vessels. 

It is not allowed to place buoys nor additional mooring cordage within the marina aquatory 

 

 



 

 

 

 

12. It is not allowed to leave pets without leash within the Marina Nautica Novigrad territory. 

The owner is obliged to clean up the eventual animal leavings 

 

13. Repair work on the vessel and the engine are allowed only in the service area. Loitering of 

unauthorized personnel is not allowed in the operating zone of the travel lift and other 

transport equipment 

 

14. The owner is obliged to park a vehicle on the determinated surface, in accordance with 

traffic regulations. Marina Nautica Novigrad shall not be responsible for stealing of the 

vehicle nor for any damage caused on it 

 

15. Hanging of linen, towels and clothing is not allowed on piers and on the Marina Nautica 

Novigrad territory 

 

16. The attachment of signs, advertising or offers for sale is not permitted on the piers. Marina 

Nautica Novigrad Management's authorization is required for the attachment of offers for 

vessel sale 

 

17. It is not permitted to disturb the peace of other guests in the marina. It is not allowed to 

shout or make noise in the period from 22:00 to 08:00 

 

18. The owner of a vessel is obliged to leave the marina until 14 hours the coming day, in 

opposite the marina charge one more day 

 

19. By entering in Marina Nautica Novigrad territory, the duty of each owner or user of the 

vessel is to consider the rules of this Harbour regulations 

  

20. In case of violations of these regulations, the Marina Nautica Novigrad is justified to cancel 

the berth contract in any time without notice 

 

21. In case of any damage, under any circumstances, Marina Nautica Novigrad will take 

responsibility only in the ammount contracted in the marina liability insurance 

 

22. Every objection or complaint can be reported on the Marina Nautica Novigrad reception 

and be written in the complaints book 

We wish You a pleasant stay, 

Marina Nautica Novigrad 


